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Introduction

Rhinosinusitis (RS) is an inflammatory process of the nasal mucosa, and it is classified as acute (<12 weeks) or chronic (≥12 weeks) according to the time required for the evolution of signs and symptoms, and according to the severity of the condition, as Mild, Moderate or Severe. Disease severity is classified through the Visual Analog Scale (VAS) (Fig. 1), from 0 to 10 cm. The patient is asked to quantitate from 0 to 10 the degree of discomfort caused by the symptoms; zero meaning no discomfort, and 10, the greatest discomfort. Severity is then classified as follows: Mild; 0–3 cm; moderate; >3–7 cm; Severe: >7–10 cm.1

Although VAS has only been validated for Chronic Rhinosinusitis (CRS) in adults, the European Position Paper on Rhinosinusitis and Nasal Polyps (EPOS) 20121 also recommends its use for Acute Rhinosinusitis (ARS). There are several specific questionnaires for rhinosinusitis; however, in practice, most have limited application, particularly in acute conditions. 2-4

Acute rhinosinusitis

Definition

Acute rhinosinusitis (ARS) is an inflammatory process of the nasal mucosa of sudden onset, lasting up to 12 weeks. It can occur one or more times within a given period, but always with complete remission of signs and symptoms between episodes.

Classification

There are several classifications for rhinosinusitis. One of the most often used is the etiological classification, which is based primarily on symptom duration:1

- Viral or common cold ARS: a generally self-limited condition, in which symptom duration is less than ten days;
- Post-viral ARS: when there is worsening of symptoms five days after the onset of disease, or when symptoms persist for more than ten days;
- Acute bacterial rhinosinusitis (ABRS): small percentage of patients with post-viral ARS can develop ABRS.

The viral ARS or common cold has a symptom duration that is traditionally less than 10 days. When there is symptom worsening around the fifth day, or persistence beyond ten days (and less than 12 weeks), it could be classified as a post-viral RS. It is estimated that a small percentage of post-viral ARS develops into ABRS, around 0.5–2%. Regardless of time of duration, the presence of at least three of the signs/symptoms below may suggest bacterial ARS:

- Nasal secretion (with unilateral predominance) and presence of pus in the nasal cavity;

![Figure 1](http://www.elsevier.es) Visual Analog Scale (VAS).

- Intense local pain (with unilateral predominance);
- Fever >38°C;
- Elevated erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) and C-reactive protein (CRP) levels;
- 1°Double worsening‘: acute relapse or deterioration after the initial period of mild symptoms.

Clinical diagnosis

Signs and symptoms

At the level of primary health care and for epidemiological purposes, ARS can be diagnosed based on symptoms alone, without detailed otolaryngological examination and/or imaging studies. In these cases, the distinction between types of ARS is mainly by means of medical history and physical examination performed by medical generalists and specialists, either otorhinolaryngologists or not. It is worth mentioning that, at the time of the medical assessment, patients may fail to report "worsening" if not asked specifically. The history of a duration of symptoms lasting a few days followed by a relapse is frequent. It is up to the assistant physician to recognize that, and in most cases, it could represent the evolution of the same disease, from a viral ARS to a post-viral one, rather than two distinct infections. Subjective evaluation of patients with ARS and its diagnosis are based on the presence of two or more of the following cardinal symptoms:1

- Nasal obstruction/congestion;
- Anterior or posterior nasal discharge/rhinorrhea (most often, but not always, purulent);
- Facial pain pressure/headache;
- Olfactory disorder.

In addition to the above symptoms, odynophagia, dysphonia, cough, ear fullness and pressure and systemic symptoms such as asthenia, malaise and fever may also occur. The few studies on the frequency of these symptoms in ARS in the community have shown great variability.5-7 The possibility of ABRS is greater in the presence of three or more of the following signs and symptoms:1

- Nasal secretion/presence of pus in the nasal cavity with unilateral predominance;
- Local pain with unilateral predominance;
- Fever >38°C;
- Symptom worsening/deterioration after the initial disease period;
- Elevated erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) and C-reactive protein (CRP) levels.

ARS symptoms have a characteristically sudden onset, without a recent history of rhinosinusitis symptoms. In the acute exacerbation of chronic rhinosinusitis (CRS), diagnostic criteria and treatments similar to those used for ARS should be used.1 Cough, although considered an important symptom according to most international guidelines, is not one of the cardinal symptoms in this document. In the pediatric population, however, cough is identified as one of the four cardinal symptoms, rather than olfactory disorders.1,8
Nasal obstruction is one of the important symptoms of ARS and should be evaluated together with other patient complaints. Although methods of objective evaluation of nasal obstruction such as rhinomanometry, nasal peak inspiratory flow and acoustic rhinometry are rarely applied in daily practice in patients with ARS, studies have shown good correlation between the symptoms reported by patients and objective measurements obtained by these methods.  

Purulent rhinorrhea is often interpreted in clinical practice as an indicator of bacterial infection requiring the use of antibiotics. However, the evidence for this association is limited. Despite being a symptom that seems to increase the chances of positive bacterial culture, purulent rhinorrhea alone does not characterize ABRS. Purulent rhinorrhea with unilateral predominance and the presence of pus in the nasal cavity have a positive predictive value of only 50% and 17%, respectively, for positive bacterial culture obtained by maxillary sinus aspirate. Therefore, the presence of purulent rhinorrhea does not necessarily indicate the existence of bacterial infection and should not be considered as an isolated criterion for antibiotic prescription.

Reduction in the sense of smell is one of the most difficult symptoms to quantify in clinical practice and is usually evaluated only subjectively. Hyposmia and anosmia are complaints commonly associated with ARS, which can be assessed by validated objective tests and with subjective scales that exhibit good correlation. It is important that these olfactory function tests go through the process of translation, cultural and socioeconomic adaptation to be used in different populations.

Facial pain and pressure commonly occur in ARS. When unilateral, facial or even dental pain has been considered a predictor of acute maxillary sinusitis. The complaint of dental pain in the upper teeth on the topography of the maxillary sinus showed a statistically significant association with the presence of positive bacterial culture, with a predominance of *Streptococcus pneumoniae* and *Haemophilus influenzae*, obtained by sinus aspirate. However, in another study, the positive predictive value of the unilateral face pain symptom for bacterial infection was only 41%.

Several studies and guidelines have sought to define the combination of symptoms that best determine the higher probability of bacterial infection and antibiotic response. In the study by Berg and Carenfelt, the presence of two or more findings (purulent rhinorrhea and local pain with unilateral predominance, pus in the nasal cavity and bilateral purulent rhinorrhea) showed 95% sensitivity and 77% specificity for the diagnosis of ABRS.

Clinical examination of the patient with ARS should involve, initially, the measurement of vital signs and physical examination of the head and neck, with special attention to the presence of localized or diffuse nasal edema. At the oroscopy, posterior purulent secretion in the oropharynx is an important finding. Anterior rhinoscopy is a part of the physical examination that should be performed in the primary evaluation of patients with nasal symptoms, and although it offers limited information, it may disclose important aspects of the nasal mucosa and secretions. Fever may be present in some patients with ARS in the first days of infection, and when higher than 38 °C it is considered indicative of more severe disease and may indicate the need for more aggressive treatment, especially when associated with other severe symptoms. Fever is also significantly associated with positive bacterial culture obtained by nasal aspirate especially *S. pneumoniae* and *H. influenzae*.

Despite the limited data in the literature, in patients with ARS, the presence of edema and pain on palpation of the maxillofacial region may be indicative of more severe disease, requiring antibiotics.

At the primary health care levels, nasal endoscopy is generally not routinely available and is not considered a compulsory examination for the diagnosis of ARS. When available, it allows the specialist better visualization of the nasal anatomy and topographic diagnosis, as well as an opportunity to obtain material for microbiological analysis.

At the assessment and clinical examination of patients, possible variations between geographical regions and different populations should be considered. Climatic, social, economic and cultural differences, as well as diverse opportunity of health care access, among other factors, may change the subjective perception of the disease, as well as potentially generate peculiar clinical features. The importance of this variability is unknown from the point of view of scientific evidence; more studies are necessary to detect them.

**Treatment**

There is worldwide concern with the indiscriminate use of antibiotics and with the development of bacterial resistance exists worldwide. It is estimated that approximately 50 million antibiotic prescriptions for rhinosinusitis in the USA are unnecessary, being prescribed for viral infections. When the patient follows a more selective algorithm for antibiotic treatment, the benefit is greater, and it is only necessary to treat three patients for one to reach the expected result. Thus, there is a worldwide trend to treat ARS according to disease severity and duration.

**Antibiotics**

Meta-analyses with placebo-controlled, randomized, double-blind clinical trials show the efficacy of antibiotics in improving symptoms of patients with ABRS, especially if administered carefully. They are not indicated in cases of viral rhinosinusitis, as they do not alter the disease course, and should never be prescribed as symptomatic treatment, thus avoiding indiscriminate use that may contribute to increased bacterial resistance.

Clinical studies have demonstrated that approximately 65% of the patients diagnosed with ABRS have spontaneous clinical resolution, and in some cases mild ABRS can resolve spontaneously within the first ten days; therefore, the initial adjuvant treatment, without antibiotics, may be a viable option for mild and/or post-viral RS. The introduction of antibiotics should be considered when there is no improvement after treatment with adjuvant measures or if the symptoms are increasing in severity. Antibiotics are indicated in cases of moderate to severe ABRS, in patients with severe symptoms (fever >37.8 °C and severe facial pain) and in immunocompromised patients, regardless of the disease duration, and in cases of mild or uncomplicated ABRS.
that do not improve with initial treatment with topical nasal corticosteroids. 24,25

There are no studies to define the optimal duration of treatment with antibiotics. In general, treatment duration is 7–10 days for most antimicrobial agents and 14 days for clarithromycin. Amoxicillin is considered the first choice antibiotic in primary health care centers, due to its effectiveness and low cost. Macrolides have comparable efficacy to amoxicillin and are indicated for patients allergic to β-lactam antibiotics. 22,23,26 In cases of suspected S. pneumoniae resistant to penicillin, severe cases and/or cases associated with comorbidities, broad-spectrum antimicrobials are indicated.

Intranasal topical corticosteroids

Patients older than 12 years with post-viral RS, or uncomplicated ABRS patients with mild or moderate symptoms, 24 and without fever or intense facial pain, 25 benefit from topical nasal corticosteroids as monotherapy. In addition to relieving the symptoms of rhinorrhea, nasal congestion, sinus pain, and facial pain/pressure, topical corticosteroids minimize the indiscriminate use of antibiotics, reducing the risk of bacterial resistance. 25

Studies have suggested that topical nasal corticosteroids associated with appropriate antibiotic therapy result in more rapid relief of general and specific symptoms of RS, especially congestion and facial pain, 27–32 accelerating patient recovery, even when there is no significant improvement in radiographic images. 30,31,33 However, the optimal dose and time of treatment are yet to be established. 28–31

Although there are no studies that compare the effectiveness of different types of nasal corticoids in ARS, many of them, such as budesonide, mometasone furoate and fluticasone propionate have shown benefits. 33 Their use is recommended for at least 14 days for symptom improvement.

Oral corticosteroids

The use of oral corticosteroids is recommended for adult patients with ABRS who have intense facial pain, as long as they have no contraindications to their use. 24,35 Oral corticosteroids should be used for three to five days, only in the first few days of the acute event, and always associated with antibiotic therapy, shortening the duration of facial pain 24 and decreasing the consumption of conventional analgesics. 35 The evaluation after 10–14 days of treatment shows that there are no significant differences in symptom resolution or treatment failure when comparing isolated antibiotic therapy with oral corticosteroids. 35

The few studies in the literature using oral corticosteroids in the treatment of ABRS have shown favorable results with methylprednisolone and prednisone.

Nasal lavage

Despite the frequent use of isotonic or hypertonic saline solution in the nasal lavage of patients with rhinitis and RS, little is known about its real benefit in ARS.

Randomized trials 36 comparing nasal lavage with physiological saline solution and hypertonic solution showed greater patient intolerance to the hypertonic solution. A meta-analysis of placebo-controlled, randomized and double-blind trials showed limited benefit of nasal irrigation with nasal saline solution in adults, in general, not demonstrating, any difference between patients and control groups. Only one study showed a mean difference of improvement in the time of symptom resolution of 0.3 days, without statistical significance. 37

In another meta-analysis in patients younger than 18 years with ARS, there was no clear evidence that antibiotics, decongestants and nasal lavage were effective in children with ARS. 38

Despite little evidence of clinical benefit, the use of nasal saline lavage is generally recommended in patients with ARS. It results in improved ciliary function, reduces mucosal edema and inflammatory mediators, thus helping to clean the nasal cavity of the secretions of the infectious processes, and has no reported side effects. 39

Chronic rhinosinusitis

Definition

CRS is an inflammatory disease of the nasal mucosa that persists for at least 12 weeks. In specific cases, an isolated sinus involvement can be observed, as occurs in odontogenic sinusitis or in fungal ball. It can be divided phenotypically into two main entities: CRS with nasal polyposis (CRSwNP) and CRS without nasal polyposis (CRSsNP). Currently, there is evidence to suggest that these two entities have distinct physiopathogenic mechanisms.

CRS is a common disease in the population and studies on its epidemiological data are important to evaluate its distribution, analyze its risk factors and promote public health policies. However, such data are scarce in the literature. Additionally, different definitions and the heterogeneity of methodologies used in the studies – and, consequently, in the results obtained – make it difficult to compare data.

Clinical diagnosis

Several clinical tests have been developed for the clinical diagnosis of CRS, but in most patients it is based only on the presence of sinonasal signs and symptoms, with a duration of greater than 12 weeks. 40–42 Sinonasal endoscopy and computed tomography (CT) are complementary examinations and help in disease classification. In both the CRSwNP and CRSsNP forms, the main symptoms are:

• Nasal obstruction 41,42: Extremely subjective symptom. It is one of the most frequent complaints in clinical practice, affecting approximately 83.7% of the patients, 43 being even more important in patients with nasal polyposis. It is caused by the congestion of sinusoidal vessels, resulting in local edema, followed by tissue fibrosis, and it subsequently only resolves with the use of vasoconstrictors. Although it is a subjective symptom, several articles in the literature have validated nasal obstruction as an important symptom of CRS, using acoustic rhinomanometry and peak nasal inspiratory flow. 44

• Rhinorrhea: It can be anterior or posterior, and can vary from hyaline to mucopurulent secretion and is present in 63.6% of the patients with CRS. It may also be associated
with cacosmia, cough and hoarseness. It is a difficult symptom to validate or quantify.\textsuperscript{15}

- **Olfactory disorders:** Hyposmia or even anosmia is frequent, especially in CRSwNP, found in up to 46\% of the patients.\textsuperscript{40-42} It can be caused by an obstructive process (polyps), mucosal edema and/or degeneration caused by the chronic inflammatory process, with or without the presence of nasal polyps,\textsuperscript{40} or due to local surgical procedures.\textsuperscript{40} There are several tests with excellent levels of evidence in the literature, which show olfactory disorders in patients with CRS.\textsuperscript{15}

- **Facial pain or pressure:** Symptom with variable prevalence (18\%–80\%).\textsuperscript{1} It is more often found in CRSwNP, in patients with allergic rhinitis of difficult control or during exacerbation processes.\textsuperscript{1} Rhinogenic headache is an diagnosis of exclusion, according to the International Headache Society (IHS).\textsuperscript{1}

- **Cough:** It is a frequent symptom in childhood, often unproductive, and may be the only manifestation present in CRS. In addition to the usual symptoms, such as phlegm, pharyngeal-laryngeal irritation, dysphonia, halitosis, ear fullness, adynamia and sleep disorders should be questioned.\textsuperscript{40-42} During the interview, it is important, in addition to the classic symptoms already described, to include questions about systemic diseases and predisposing factors that may favor the development of CRS. Personal habits such as smoking, cocaine use, exposure to toxic inhalants, type of climate in the region where the patient resides and environmental pollution should be investigated.

- **Physical examination:** Anterior rhinoscopy (with and without vasoconstrictor): it is of limited usefulness, except in cases of polyposis, when polyps can be visualized by the simple inspection of the nasal vestibule. However, it is important to describe signs such as hypertrophic inferior and middle turbinates, septal deviations or mucosal degeneration. It is worth mentioning that there are no pathognomonic signs of CRS.\textsuperscript{1,41}

- **Oropharyngoscopy:** The presence of retropalatal mucocatarrhal secretion explains the symptom of postnasal discharge, regardless of the color.\textsuperscript{1,41,42}

### Complementary examinations

#### Nasal endoscopy

Nasal endoscopy allows the systematic visualization of the nasal cavity (inferior, middle and upper turbinate), nasal septum, in addition to the nasopharynx and drainage pathways, and it can be performed with and without topical nasal decongestants. The presence of polyps, mucosal degeneration, secretion, crusts, structural alterations, scars and nasal tumors may also be observed. It can be performed at baseline or at regular intervals (e.g., 3, 6, 9, and 12 months) to aid diagnosis, to supervise disease follow-up and postoperative periods, as well as to collect material for supplementary tests.\textsuperscript{46,47}

It is important to perform a systematic assessment of the nasal cavities, such as: examination of the nasal septum, turbinates, visualization of the middle meatus, of the sphenoethmoidal recess and of the nasopharynx. It is also necessary to verify the presence of crusts, ulcerations, septal perforation, signs of nasal bleeding as well as secretions, and to exclude the possibility of associated polyposis and expansive lesions. It is very important to perform the endoscopic assessment of patients who are undergoing or have previously had surgery. The evidence of mucosal disease six months after surgery should be considered as CRS. Another factor to be taken into account in patients with previous surgery is the recirculation of mucus by not including the natural ostium of the maxillary sinus in the antrostomy. Nasal endoscopy is an examination of the utmost importance to aid diagnosis, to supervise disease follow-up and in the postoperative period, as well as to collect material for supplementary tests.

#### Imaging assessment

CT is the method of choice for CRS; however, it is not the first step to attain diagnosis, except in cases of unilateral signs and symptoms and suspected complication.

#### Bacterioscopy/sinus secretion culture

Indicated in cases refractory to treatment, and when the material collected is not contaminated. It is performed by puncture of the maxillary sinus through the canine fossa and using an endoscope, with the collection being performed in the middle meatus.\textsuperscript{48}

#### Biopsy

It is important for the study and classification of the inflammatory state of the CRS and nasal polyposis and it is indicated for the differential diagnosis of autoimmune, granulomatous diseases and to rule out neoplasms (especially in unilateral cases).

#### Comments

The diagnostic investigation of CRS is based on the patient’s natural history, signs and symptoms, endoscopic examination and CT. The latter is considered a main factor in the analysis of disease evolution and in the decision for surgical intervention. The multiple causes of CRS can only provoke manifestations in the sinonasal region, but one should remember that the nasal cavity and paranasal sinuses may reflect the onset of systemic diseases. The identification of predisposing factors and diseases associated with RS are of the utmost importance for adequate patient management.

#### Clinical treatment

**Treatment with systemic and topical antimicrobials**

The increasing perception of CRS as a multifactorial inflammatory process has been expressed clearly in the latest consensus, i.e., it is not a persistent bacterial infection.\textsuperscript{49} This fact has led to a mandatory theoretical reassessment of antimicrobial use for the treatment of this entity. However in practice, unfortunately, it is not surprising that, this group of drugs remains as a constant part of the drug arsenal used in the everyday life of these patients, as well as persistently identified among the different proposals for the management of this disease.\textsuperscript{50} This is possibly due to lack of both alternatives and knowledge about the presence of bacteria in the paranasal sinuses of these patients as free form
and/or biofilm. This main theoretical basis for the choice of antibiotics also suffers from tools that allow the differentiation of the actual role of the bacteria found in the paranasal sinuses, as their identification alone does not mean the presence of an infectious or inflammatory condition in response to their presence. However, the identification of bacteria such as *Staphylococcus* and *Pseudomonas* at higher percentages in patients with recurrent events (postoperative) continues to perpetuate the belief that they are part of the CRS pathogenesis. For the purpose of illustration and questioning, in spite of the statistically significant analysis, it is noteworthy that in terms of percentage, the number of positive cultures in this study was high both in the group with poor outcome and in the group with favorable outcome (87% vs. 73%), and for these specific bacteria the absolute difference was of 14% (39% vs. 25%).

Recent studies have investigated bacteria as necessary and accountable elements, depending on their interaction with the host, to maintain the balance of the inflammatory response. The topical use of probiotics and bacteria in an attempt to establish flora and biofilm inducers of sinonasal homeostasis is an example.

Over the past five years, there has been no new dramatic evidence for the use of antimicrobials in CRS. Nevertheless, there is a recommendation for macrolide use in the long term, for instance, in the absence of elevated serum IgE. In a review article, concluded there is lack of publications capable of defining a proven effective proposal for the treatment of CRS, and emphasized that, for as long as the different presentations of the disease are not well defined, several treatments will follow with limitations in result interpretation and extrapolation. They also stressed that there are signs of increased interest in the development of research; however, the simple comparison of current records of randomized controlled trials (RCTs) versus placebo, i.e., designs that are adequate for the search of such responses at the National Institute of Health (NIH – *ClinicalTrials.gov*) does not allow the verification of this effort. Thus, more specific inclusion and exclusion criteria, randomization, prospective design, and study control arms are required for the study of antibiotic treatment in CRS.

**Comments**

This is a warning regarding the frequent use of antimicrobials and the importance of being able to differentiate them among the therapeutic options for the CRS. Moreover, there is not enough information in order for their use to be completely discarded. It is necessary to find ways to identify the exact patient who could benefit from the use of antimicrobials in cases of unequivocal clinical flare-up and better identify the involved agents through culture and sensitivity testing. The choice of extended antimicrobial use in CRSwNP cases, in which there is persistence of severe symptoms that have not improved with multiple treatments, including surgery, and even so, without serum IgE elevation, still lacks proof of benefit and its possible biological effects must be carefully considered when restricting its use. There is not enough evidence, in quantitative and qualitative terms, to recommend the use of topical antibiotics for CRS with and without nasal polyposis.

**Corticosteroids in chronic rhinosinusitis**

Therapy with topical and/or systemic corticosteroids (CS) is a valuable resource in the treatment of CRS. This effect has been more decisively demonstrated in patients with polyposis. Although more evidence-based proof and studies are necessary, these agents are considered an adjuvant in the fight against CRS in general, especially when used topically. Their systemic administration is suggested for CRS cases with uncontrolled symptoms, in which the aim is to decrease, even temporarily, the disease impact on the patient’s life. In these situations, it is recommended to use the lowest effective dose for the shortest possible time to minimize the potentially severe side effects.

**Preoperative use in patients with surgical indication**

Although there are differences of opinion, patients with purulent CRSwNP can receive amoxicillin clavulanate 875 mg every 12 hours or cefuroxime 500 mg every 12 hours preoperatively for 7–10 days, and maintain the treatment postoperatively for 7–21 days. In some cases, fluoroquinolones and macrolides may be prescribed.

In patients with CRSwNP, the use of oral corticosteroids for three to five days is suggested, maintaining the treatment postoperatively, depending on the extent of disease. Example: prednisolone 0.50 mg/kg/day. Irrigation of the nasal mucosa with saline (isotonic) and hypertonic solutions, with and without preservatives, is a classic and safe measure in the treatment of CRS and very useful in mobilizing secretions and hydrating the mucosa pre- and postoperatively. There is no evidence for their action as isolated treatment.

**Surgical treatment: techniques**

Several surgical techniques have been described for patients with CRSwNP and CRSsNP, refractory to medical treatment. It is worth mentioning that there is no gold standard technique that can be applied to all cases. Due to the lack of randomized controlled trials, several aspects of surgical management remain controversial. The most important of them is the extent of surgical dissection. As a result, current guidelines, primarily based on case-series studies and expert opinion, indicate that surgical management should be individualized. The current trend in CRS with and without nasal polyposis (NP) is surgical dissection, extending as far as the extent of the disease. The most frequent surgical approach is the endonasal access. However, some cases may require external or a combined access. Examples are lateral maxillary or frontal sinus lesions, or even in cases with a lack of reliable anatomical landmarks for an exclusively endonasal approach. Regardless of the technique and instrumentation used, there is clearly a learning curve in endoscopic sinonasal surgery. It is essential that the surgeon has deep knowledge of the surgical anatomy and undergoes previous training through specific courses to learn dissection of the nose and paranasal sinuses.

The surgical treatment of CRS has expanded greatly because of the use of nasal endoscopy. The image accuracy provided by endoscopes (Optical 0 degree wide angle), as
well as their angulations (30, 45 and 70 degrees), allow the visualization of all the details and recesses of the paranasal cavities. Moreover, the development of other specific equipment and instruments for intranasal and sinus approach (e.g., dilation balloons, neuronavigator and microdebrider) allows performing surgical procedures ranging from simple dilation of the drainage ostia to complete marsupialization of paranasal sinuses into the nasal cavity.60–62

Postoperative treatment – topical
Several products have become available for postoperative topical treatment. They can be used at high or low volumes with high, low or negative pressure.63 The capacity of the drug to reach the appropriate anatomical region in the paranasal sinuses has been the subject of extensive research over the past five years. The effective topical therapy depends on several factors such as application technique, postoperative sinonasal anatomy and fluid dynamics (volume, pressure, position). These combined factors seem to have significant impact on the effectiveness of topical therapy in patients’ sinonasal mucosa.54–67

The mechanical removal of mucus, antigen, pollutants, inflammatory products and bacteria/biofilms is the aim of topical treatment. This intervention very often depends on high-volume positive-pressure solutions to supply shearing forces that can change the surface tension between liquid and air. However, the same approach may not be appropriate for the use of pharmaceutical solutions that require properties promoting complete distribution within the paranasal sinus, long time of contact with the mucosa for local absorption and minimal wastage.63

It is considered very important to continue medical treatment postoperatively in almost all forms of CRS. Currently, it is recommended to use nasal saline wash and topical nasal corticosteroids after sinonasal endoscopic surgery for CRS.63,68 The drug used directly at the disease site has the advantage of allowing high local doses and minimizing side effects.64 The distribution of the topical solution to the non-operated sinuses seems to be limited. Thus, sinonasal endoscopic surgery is essential to allow effective topical distribution to the paranasal sinuses.1 Postoperative distribution is superior with high-volume positive-pressure devices.65–67 Low-volume sprays and drops have poor distribution and should be considered as treatment only for the nasal cavity, especially before sinonasal endoscopic surgery. There are limited data on the exact amount necessary to allow complete distribution. Nasal lavage with isotonic saline solution may be used in the immediate CRS postoperative period, as well as topical nasal corticosteroids, which may be started two to three weeks after surgery, or after crust disappearance. There are no relevant data in the literature to support the postoperative use of other nasal topical agents in CRS.

Postoperative treatment – systemic
Corticosteroids (CS). After the surgical treatment of CRS, systemic corticosteroids (CS) can be used in basically two ways: in short doses, of between seven and 14 days, with dose maintenance for the entire treatment, or for longer periods, using tapering doses.69,70 The primary role of the CS in this type of disease is to reduce mucosal inflammation, thus providing better surgical outcomes. However, use of this medication is still avoided by many surgeons due to their potential side effects.

Antibiotics. The purpose of antibiotic use postoperatively is to prevent infection of the secretions retained in the paranasal sinuses immediately after surgery. If there is purulent secretion during the surgical procedure, antibiotics should be prescribed, based on the culture and sensitivity testing. Otherwise, antibiotics effective against the most common pathogens should be employed.70

Despite the scarcity of literature data on antibiotic effectiveness in the postoperative period of endoscopic sinonasal surgery, it is believed that they can improve symptoms and endoscopic appearance, if used for a longer period (at least 14 days), but there are no conclusive data about the duration of these benefits. In general, penicillin derivatives, particularly amoxicillin + clavulanic acid and cefuroxime axetil are the agents most often used.

Special aspects of rhinosinusitis in children
Diagnosis
The clinical diagnosis of ARS in children is not easy to attain. Many symptoms are common to other childhood diseases such as colds, flu and allergic rhinitis. Additionally, there are limitations and difficulties related to the clinical examination in the pediatric population.

Most common signs and symptoms
Studies in children with ARS show that the clinical picture often includes fever (50–60%), rhinorrhea (71–80%), cough (50–80%) and pain (29–33%),71 plus retronasal secretion and nasal obstruction.72 In children up to preschool age, the pain symptom has a low prevalence, being replaced by coughing. As for schoolchildren and adolescents, pain as a symptom becomes more common.

Although there are not many studies, most medical professionals and guidelines recommend that the diagnosis of bacterial ARS be clinical, based on the time of evolution (URTI symptoms for more than 10 days), the abrupt onset of high-intensity symptoms (as early as in the first 4 days), or symptom worsening after an initial period of improvement during a URTI, known as double worsening. The following may be part of the signs and symptoms: high fever, profuse nasal purulent discharge, periobtiral edema and facial pain.1,72–76

Clinical examination
In addition to the abovementioned signs and symptoms, nasal endoscopy helps in diagnosing and differentiating between viral and bacterial disease, enhancing the visualization of nasal secretion and the nasopharynx. When positive for ABRS (purulent secretion draining from the middle meatus), the diagnosis is confirmed. However, purulent secretions are not always easy to visualize in children. Moreover, despite the high specificity, it has a low degree of
sensitivity, as a negative test does not exclude the diagnosis of ABRS.

**Imaging study**

There is a near consensus in all the most recent guidelines that the diagnosis of ARS should not be based on radiological studies, particularly on plain radiographs. Viral processes in children often involve the sinuses. Children exhibiting symptoms of URTI with at least six days duration of the clinical picture usually show signs of abnormality in all sinuses: maxillary and ethmoid, sphenoid and frontal, in order of frequency. The opacification is nonspecific and may occur in viral, bacterial and allergic processes, as well as in tumors, or even due to sinus nonformation in particular.

CT studies in children with a clinical picture suggestive of ARS showed that even the most important findings show significant regression of alterations after two weeks. Indications for CT in acute sinus conditions should therefore be reserved for patients who do not improve and whose symptoms persist after appropriate therapy, as well as those with suspected complications.

**Drug treatment of ARS in children**

Most are self-limited, resolving spontaneously.

**Antibiotic therapy**

Results of meta-analysis suggest that the rate of improvement and resolution in ARS between 7 and 15 days is slightly higher when antibiotic therapy is used. For this reason, it is believed that antibiotics should be reserved for more severe cases or when there are concomitant diseases present that could be exacerbated by ARS, such as asthma and chronic bronchitis. However, there is no universal consensus regarding antibiotic use in ARS. In general, amoxicillin (40 mg/kg/day or 80 mg/kg/day) is still indicated in more severe cases or when there are concomitant diseases or suspected complications.

**Intranasal corticosteroids**

Intranasal CS for three weeks associated with the antibiotic seems to have advantages when compared to treatment of ARS in children with antibiotic alone, especially in relation to cough and nasal discharge. There is also some evidence, based on a single double-blind, randomized trial, that in patients older than 12 years, a double dose of intranasal CS as a single drug may be more effective in controlling the ARS than the antibiotic therapy alone.

**Recurrent ARS (RARS)**

Most authors agree that RARS is defined by acute episodes lasting less than 30 days, with intervals of at least 10 days with a completely asymptomatic patient. According to some authors, the patient should have at least four episodes a year to meet the criteria for recurrence.

As in chronic conditions, one should seek to rule out some causes of systemic origin. The investigation should include allergic processes, by performing specific tests; immunoglobulin deficiencies, with quantitative research, particularly IgA and IgG; cystic fibrosis; gastroesophageal reflux, and ciliary diseases. Pharyngeal tonsil hypertrophy, even mild, should also be considered, since it can act as a reservoir for pathogens. Anatomical factors, although usually not relevant in children, should also be ruled out (concha bullosa, septal deviation, etc.). In these cases, CT, nasal endoscopy and/or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) may aid in the diagnosis of the obstructive process and of malformation.

The bacteriology is the same as for ARS and, therefore, the treatment of the acute phase should follow the same principles. Unfortunately, it is necessary to recognize that the frequent use of antibiotics at short intervals can contribute to bacterial resistance. Prophylaxis with antimicrobials should be reserved for exceptional cases, usually those with confirmed underlying diseases, particularly immunodeficiencies.

The following overall prophylactic measures are recommended: annual vaccination for influenza and pneumococcal vaccine. In cases where allergic rhinitis or gastroesophageal reflux are associated, the frequency of acute events decreases when the associated disease is treated. Several studies have demonstrated that immunostimulators such as bacterial lysates help control recurrent viral and bacterial RTIs, and may be an adjunct therapy in the control of RARS.

**Particularities of chronic rhinosinusitis in children**

CRS in children is not as frequently studied as it is in adults and its prevalence has not yet been fully established. It is believed that several factors contribute to the disease, including inflammatory and bacteriological factors, and that the pharyngeal tonsil is an important factor in this age group. Treatment is primarily with drugs, and surgical therapy is reserved for the minority of patients.
Clinical and diagnostic picture

The clinical diagnosis of chronic rhinosinusitis in children is still considered a challenge, as it often overlaps those of other common childhood diseases, such as viral infections of the upper respiratory tract, hypertrophy, with or without infection of the pharyngeal tonsils and adenoids and allergic rhinitis. The most important signs and symptoms include nasal blockage/obstruction/congestion, rhinorrhea (anterior/posterior), ± facial pain/pressure, cough ± and/or endoscopic signs of disease. CT can show relevant changes in the paranasal sinuses.1

Imaging studies

Studies that have assessed the incidence of abnormalities in the paranasal sinuses on CT, obtained for clinical reasons unrelated to the CRS in children have shown a percentage of sinus radiographic abnormalities ranging from 18%1-3 to 45%, percentages that are similar to those found in children with CRS symptoms. This demonstrates that the significance of an imaging study is relative and must always be considered together with the clinical picture.

Bacteriology

There are few studies on the bacteriology of CRS in children. Microorganisms that have already been found in aspirates or intraoperatively include: S. alpha hemolytic and Staphylococcus aureus, S. pneumoniae, H. influenzae and M. catarrhalis, as well as anaerobic organisms such as bac-
teroides and Brook I fusobacterium.85-87

Treatment

Drug treatment

Current studies demonstrate that the treatment of CRS in children with antibiotics for a short period of time is not justifiable.1 On the other hand, both nasal CS and saline solution have shown benefits, and are considered first-line treatments for this disease, with or without the presence of polyps.88-89

Surgical treatment

The surgical approach should always be reserved for special cases, i.e., children who have not responded to appropriate medical treatment. Studies have shown significant improvement in the clinical picture and in quality of life, without negative repercussions in relation to facial osteoskeletal sequelae.90 Unfortunately, the majority of studies supporting this recommendation do not have a prospective, randomized design. In general, the surgical approach, when indicated, may consist initially of an adenoidectomy,90 with maxillary sinus lavage.91 Surgery can be performed with or without balloon dilation,92,93 followed by paranasal sinus endoscopic surgery in case of symptom recurrence.94 In cases of children with cystic fibrosis, NP, antrochoanal polyps or allergic fungal RS, endoscopic surgery is the first option. Perhaps future studies comparing the different methods of treatment with standardized symptom questionnaire, pre- and postoperatively, can guide the best therapeutic approach in pediatric patients with CRS.
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